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Abstract 
The efficient coordination of production and transport processes in large scale logistic networks is a challenging 
task. In respect of structural complexity most of the network related planning problems are NP-hard. 
Accordingly, optimal solutions can hardly be found. Moreover, these networks are exposed to dynamically 
changing factors, which additionally exacerbate planning and control of the logistic processes. In this context 
decentralized control approaches support the planning and coordination of network spanning logistic 
processes. This paper presents two decentralized autonomous control approaches, which address integrated 
transport and production processes. These approaches are evaluated in different simulation experiments in an 
exemplarily production network scenario. It will be shown that both autonomous control methods are suitable 
for different dynamic situations. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Production networks are networks of company or cross 
company owned facilities, which aim at an integrated 
planning of geographically dispersed logistic processes 
and the usage of common resources [1]. In production 
networks with geographical dispersed production plants, 
additional tasks for production planning and control (PPC) 
arise, e.g. the assignment of jobs to plants or the planning 
of transports. Thus, the coordination of transport and 
production processes gets more and more important [2, 3]. 
Conventional incremental planning and control methods 
have shortcomings to cope with these additional tasks [4]. 
The implementation of decentralized approaches, e.g. 
autonomous control, is a promising solution for this 
problem [1, 5, 6]. Decentralized autonomous control intents 
to improve the performance of a logistic system by a 
distributed and flexible coping with complexity. According 
to this concept, single jobs are able to make and execute 
routing decisions on their own [7]. The implementation of 
autonomous control methods can help to improve the 
logistics performance and the robustness of production 
systems [8, 9]. One can assume that an integrated 
autonomous control of both, production and transport 
processes increases the logistic performance of production 
networks [10]. Thus, this paper focuses on integrated 
autonomously controlled production and transport logistic 
processes. It presents two methods, which enable 
autonomous decision making on the network layer, in 
terms of an autonomous allocation of parts to plants. 
Subsequently, it investigates the dynamic interplay 
between existing autonomous control methods for the 
production layer and the network layer. This is crucial due 
to the fact that the efficiency of different autonomous 
control methods depends on scenario specific parameters 
[11]. This paper will show that the network related 
autonomous control methods have different operating 
points. Therefore, an exemplarily production network 
scenario is considered. Both autonomous control methods 
are evaluated in this scenario, regarding varying degrees of 
external dynamics. It will be shown that both methods are 
suitable for different dynamic situations.  
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the 
theoretical concept of autonomous control. The scenario 
description is given in section 3. Subsequently, section 4 
presents the modeling of the network related autonomous 
control methods. In section 5 the simulation results are 

presented and discussed. Finally, section 6 summarizes 
the results and gives an outlook. 
 
2 AUTONOMOUS CONTROL 
The collaborative research centre 637 “Autonomous 
cooperating Logistic Processes: A Paradigm Shift and its 
Limitations”, which is founded by the German research 
foundation, gives the following general definition of 
autonomous control: “Autonomous control describes 
processes of decentralized decision-making in 
heterarchical structures. It presumes interacting elements 
in non-deterministic systems, which possess the capability 
and possibility to render decisions independently. The 
objective of autonomous control is the achievement of 
increased robustness and positive emergence of the total 
system due to distributed and flexible coping with dynamics 
and complexity.“ [12]. According to this definition, the main 
idea of autonomously controlled logistic processes is a shift 
of decision making capabilities from the total system to the 
single system elements. These autonomous acting 
elements, i.e. intelligent logistic objects, are able to gather 
information about local system states and to make and 
execute decisions locally based on this information. The 
term intelligent logistic object covers physical objects (e.g., 
machines, parts, etc.), as well as immaterial objects like 
production orders [7].  
In the context of production logistics the application of 
autonomous control methods has already shown promising 
results (cf. [8, 9, 13]). However, comparative studies 
showed that the applicability of different autonomous 
control methods depends mainly on the certain scenario 
and on the corresponding logistic targets [11]. Literature 
provides several autonomous control approaches, which 
are based on different decision logics [8, 9]. Wind et al. 
2009 [14] give a classification in three categories: rational, 
bounded rational and combined strategies. One group of 
the bounded rational strategies are bio-analogue 
strategies, which are inspired by biological processes, e.g. 
foraging behavior of bees or ants [15, 16]. On the other 
hand decisions based on rational strategies consider solely 
pure rational performance measures, for example 
estimated processing and waiting times [8]. 
As far as production networks are concerned, different 
autonomous control approaches were already formulated. 
Similar to single production systems autonomous control 
leads to promising results (e.g., [10]). Nevertheless, these  



Table 1: Scenario configuration – processing times [h:mm] 

Processing time 
parameter 

1,1
,m oP  , 4,1

,m oP  2,1
,m oP  , 3,1

,m oP  2,2
,m oP  , 3,2

,m oP  

Type ( o ) \ Line ( m ) 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 

Type A 2:00 3:00 2:30 3:00 4:00 3:30 5:00 6:00 5:30 
Type B 2:30 2:00 3:00 3:30 3:00 4:00 5:30 5:00 6:00 
Type C 3:00 2:30 2:00 4:00 3:30 3:00 6:00 5:30 5:00 

          
studies focused on interconnected autonomously controlled 
plants. It is assumed that additional autonomous control on 
the network level may open new potentials of the logistic 
performance. 
 
3 SCENARIO 
A matrix-like production network scenario is considered 
(similar to [10]). It consists of a set of production plants, 
which are connected via transport routes. Additionally, 
each plant comprises a shop-floor, which is organized in a 
matrix-like shape, as well. Figure 1 depicts this general 
structure.   
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Figure 1: General production network scenario [10] 
 
In order to model the logistic processes in this scenario a 
set of variables is defined. All parameters can be 
formalized as flows: 

Parameter  
J  Number of jobs (index j ) 

O  Number of job types (Index o ) 

S  Number of network stages (index s ) 

sF  
Number of parallel plants on network stage s  
(index f and l ) 

,s fT  
Number of production stages in plant f  on 
network stage s  (index t ) 

,s f
tM  

Number of parallel machines in plant f  on 
network stage s  on production stage t  (index 
m ) 

,
, ,
s f

t m oP  

processing time of job type o on machine m on 
production stage t  in plant k on network 
stage s  

O  Number of job types (Index o ) 

v  velocity of a truck 
q  capacity of trucks 

1,
,

s l
s fD +  distance between plant f  on network stage s  

and plant l  on network stage 1s +  

Variables  

1,
,
s l

s fWIP +  Work in progress transported from plant k on 
stage s to Plant j on stage 1s +  

,s fWIP  Work in progress in plant k  on stage s  

,s f
jC  

Completion time of job j  in Plant k  on 
network stage s  

,
,
s f
j or  

release time of job j  in Plant k  on network 
stage s  

,s f
jTPT  

throughput time of job j  in Plant k  on 

network stage s : , , ,s k s k s k
j j jTPT C r= −  

jTTPT  
throughput time of job j through the entire 
network 

1,
, ,
s l
j s fTT +  

transportation time of job j  from plant f  on 
stage s  to plant on stage 1s + : 

1, 1, ,
, , ,
s l s l s f
j s f j o jTT r C+ += −  

For the purpose of the evaluation a particular configuration 
of this general scenario is modelled: 
The scenario comprises six different plants on four network 
stages, similar to [10]. On stage one and on stage four 
there is only one plant. On stage two and three there are 
two collocated plants. Additionally, every plant consists of a 
shop floor with three parallel production lines and three 
machines per production line. Figure 1 shows the general 
structure of the scenario. 
There are three different job types in this scenario (O=3). 
These job types differ in their processing times on the shop 
floor level. The processing times are set as summarised in 
Table 1. 
The jobs arrive in plant 1 at stage 1 with a certain arrival 
rate. In order to model a dynamic seasonal demand, this 
arrival rate u(t) is set to a sine function (1): 

( ) sin( )u t tλ α ϕ= + ⋅ +  (1) 

This function has a phase shift φ of 1/3 of a period for each 
job type, so that the maximal arrival rates of all job types do 
no cumulate. The variable λ defines the mean of the arrival 
rate and is set to λ=0.4 1/h in all simulation runs. The 
second variable α determines the intensity of the arrival 
rate fluctuation. This factor is varied systematically in order 
to generate different dynamic situations. It is stepwise 
increased in the interval [0, 0.2]. As a consequence the 
release date 1,1

,j or  of a job j in plant 1 is set to the arrival rate 
function u(t). 
Transports between plants are triggered by a “go when full 
policy” (as described in [17]). This means, that a transport 
from on plant to the next plant starts, when a predefined 
quantity of parts is finished in one plant. This quantity is set 
according to the capacity of the trucks. Such a 
transportation policy is commonly used in door to door 
transports [17]. For this scenario the truck capacity is set to 
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q=5 parts. The distances between the plants 1,
,

s l
s fD +  are 

depicted in Table 2. The velocity of all trucks is set to v=70 
km/h. Hence, a transport from one plant to the next takes 2 
hours. 
 
Table 2: Distance matrix [km] 

 to 

from plant11 plant21 plant22 plant31 plant32 plant41 

plant11 - 140 140    

plant21
  -  140 140  

plant22   - 140 140  

plant31    -  140 

plant32     - 140 

plant41      - 

 
Parts in this scenario are able to decide about routes on 
the network and on the shop floor level autonomously. 
These methods are presented in the following. 
 
4 AUTONOMOUS CONTROL METHODS 
Section 4.1 and 4.2 present the applied autonomous 
control methods for the shop floor level. On the basis of 
these methods, section 4.3 and 4.4 present adopted 
versions of these methods for autonomous decision 
making on the network level. 

4.1 Queue length estimator for production 
In former work an autonomous control method was 
introduced, which enacts parts in a production system to 
make an autonomous assignment to production resources, 
i.e. machines [8]. Parts in the production are able to 
interact with others and to gather information about the 
current workload. Similar to the join the shortest queue 
policy (Foley and McDonald 2001) the part collect 
information about the amount of waiting parts in the 
relevant buffers. Additionally the parts calculate the 
estimated waiting time for each alternative. Extensive 
investigation of this queue length estimator (QLE) method 
in various production scenarios showed that it improves the 
systems handling of dynamic disturbances [9]. This method 
is named QLEp in the following. It aims at reducing the 
throughput times of parts in a production plant. 
 

4.2 Pheromone based method for production 
A pheromone based approach (PHE) is presented in [15]. 
This approach is based on the idea to imitate the process 
of ants marking possible routes to food sources. Ants leave 
pheromone marks between the nest and food sources. 
Other ants can detect those pheromones and will follow the 
tail with the highest concentration of pheromones [19, 20]. 
This is transferred to production scenarios: During the 
production process parts leave information about their 
processing and waiting times at a corresponding machine. 
Following parts entering a stage of the shop floor compare 
this artificial pheromone concentration by computing 
average value of the waiting time data of the last five parts 
and choose a production line. The application of a moving 
average is an approximation to natural process. Thus, the 
pheromone concentration depends on waiting and 
processing times of previous jobs. This method is named 
PHEp in the following. Similar to the QLEp this method aims 
at reducing the throughput times of parts through the 
production facility. 

 

4.3 Queue length estimator for networks 
To enable autonomous assignment decisions of parts to 
plants on the network level, the QLEp method is transferred 
to a new method called QLEn. The QLEn method collects 
information about the next network stage. It estimates the 
duration of the transport, waiting and processing times in 
the subsequent plants (see equation 2). Therefore, a part 
compares the amount of traveling parts from one plant to 
the succeeding plant ( 1,

,
s l

s kWIP + ) multiplied by the minimal 
processing times in the subsequent plant on the first 
production stage ( 1,

1,
s l
up + ) as an estimation of the waiting 

time in the next plant. The second term takes the transport 
duration for the distance 1,

,
s l
s kD +  and the truck velocity v into 

account. 

1, 1, 1,
, 1, ,1,

, 1,
1

min( )s l s l s l
s f u s ks l u

s f s l

WIP p D
Q

M v

+ + +
+

+

⋅
= +  (2) 

A part calculates the 1,
,

s l
s kQ +  values of all succeeding plants 

and chooses the plant with the lowest value for further 
processing. By doing this, the part j tries to minimize its 
total throughput time (TTPTj), which is the time spend by a 
part to pass the entire production network. 
 

4.4 Pheromone based method for networks 
Similar to the PHEp method, the PHEn method uses 
information of past events for decision making. Intelligent 
parts choose one of the alternative succeeding plants 
according to information about the throughput times of 
previous parts. In contrast to the PHEp method this 
information is not limited to the waiting times at the next 
machine. It focuses further on the necessary time to pass 
the transport system and the corresponding plant. This 
waiting time is denoted as ,

,
s k

o jW , where j is the index of the 
jth job which passed the plant k on stage s. Each plant has 
a vector ,s k

oW , where O represents the job type.  

Whenever a part j leaves a plant the waiting time for 
transports and the processing time of this part are inserted 
into the corresponding ,

,
s k

o jW . Equation 3 shows this. The 

value ,
,
s k

o iW  of the last part i is inserted at the first position of 

the vector ,s k
oW .  

, 1

, ,

,1

sk
o i

sk
s k o i
o

sk
o

W

W
W

W

+⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟

= ⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠  (3) 

After being processed in one plant the part has to choose a 
succeeding plant. Therefore, the PHEn method calculates a 
moving average over the last L parts as an artificial 
pheromone (4). Similar to the PHEp method the moving 
average is used to emulate the evaporation of natural 
pheromones. 

,
1

,

L
sk

o i
i

s k

W
PHE

L
==
∑

 (4) 



After calculating the concentration of artificial pheromones, 
the part chooses the succeeding plant with the lowest 
average transportation and processing times. 
Like the QLEn, the PHEn method aims at reducing the total 
throughput time of a job j (TTPTj). 
 
5 SIMULATION RESULTS 
In order to evaluate all possible combinations of shop-floor 
and network related autonomous control methods (i.e. 
QLEn/QLEp, QLEn/PHEp PHEn/QLEp and PHEn/PHEp), a 
set of simulation experiments is defined (Table 3). Section 
5.1 presents the simulation results concerning the impact 
of α and presents different operating points of each 
combination. Note, that α determines the amplitude of the 
arrival function u(t). This affect the dynamics of the system: 
For small values of α the arrival rate is nearly constant. An 
increase of α leads to oscillating variations in the incoming 
workload. 
 
Table 3: Setup of simulation experiments 

applied combination arrival rate amplitude α  
network 

level 
shop 

floor level 0.025 0.05 0.75 … 0.2 

QLEn QLEp      

QLEn
 PHEp 

     

PHEn QLEp      

PHEn PHEp 
     

 
Subsequently, section 5.2 presents simulation results that 
focus on the underlying dynamic behavior of the total 
system as a reason of the identified operating points. 
Moreover, these simulation runs investigate the impact of 
the evaporation parameter L of the PHEn method. 
 

5.1 Impact of external dynamics 
Figure 2 a) shows the general performance of the applied 
combinations of autonomous control methods, i.e. 
QLEn/QLEp, QLEn/PHEp PHEn/QLEp and PHEn/PHEp, in 
different dynamic situations. In order to generate different 
dynamics the amplitude of the arrival rate is varied 
systematically between α=0.025 1/h and α=0.2 1/h in steps 
of 0.025 1/h. Each point in Figure 2 a) represents the 
results of one simulation run. It depicts the mean value of 
the TTPTj for each combination. In order to provide 
comparability, Figure 2 b) presents the corresponding 
standard deviation. In total Figure 2 comprises data of 44 
different simulation runs. 
Regarding the results of the combination QLEn/QLEp an 
almost flat curve is observed. This combination leads for 
the range between α=0.025 1/h and α=0.2 1/h to nearly 
constant mean TTPT values, which are about 73.06 h. The 
maximal deviation can be found between α=0.025 1/h and 
α=0.2 1/h, which is 3.12%. The curve of the QLEn/PHEp 
combination is similar, but the absolute values differ. Here, 
the mean TTPT values are in average 5.9% higher 
compared to the combination QLEn/QLEp. In contrast to 
these results, the curves of the PHEn method (PHEn/QLEp 
and PHEn/PHEp) differ from a qualitative and a quantitative 
perspective. 
The parameter L, which determines the evaporation of the 
artificial pheromones, is kept constant in these simulation 
runs (L=15). In the case of the PHEn/QLEp combination, 
nearly constant results are obtained between α=0.025 1/h 
and α=0.125 1/h. Beyond this point the mean TTPT 

increases suddenly from 68.39 h to 77.78 h. Nevertheless, 
for values of α≤0.125, this combination leads to the best 
results concerning the mean TTPT. Beyond α>0.125 the 
combination of QLEn/QLEp provides the best performance. 
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Figure2: a) Mean(TTPTj) against arrival rate amplitude (α); 
b) std dev (TTPTj) against arrival rate amplitude (α) 

 

The results for the PHEn/PHEp combination are not that 
straight forward. Figure 2 a) shows an increasing trend for 
this combination with rising values of α. In the less dynamic 
situation (α=0.05) this combination provides the second 
best results (mean TTPT=69.85 h), but when increasing α 
the mean TTPT gets worse. It reaches its maximum for 
α=0.2 with a mean TTPT of 116.82 h. This is a deviation of 
36.66 % from the best mean TTPT found. 
Summarising the results of these simulation runs, one can 
assume, that the combination of PHEn/QLEp is the best for 
less dynamic situations. While in a more dynamic 
environment (α>0.125 1/h) the QLEn/QLEp combination 
operates best in this scenario. In spite of that, the 
application of QLEn/PHEp seems to be not suitable for this 
scenario. It is outperformed by the QLEn/QLEp combination 
for every value of α.  
In the next step the dynamic interplay between network 
and production related autonomous control methods is 
investigated, in order to identify the basic mechanisms, 
which lead to the obtained results. Subsequently, the 
impact of the evaporation constant L of the PHEn method is 
investigated. 
 

5.2 Dynamics of network and shop-floor related 
methods 

Figure 3 presents exemplarily the TTPTj against the 
simulation time of four different simulation runs. Figure 3 a) 
and Figure 3 b) represent the results of the QLEn/QLEp 
combination in a less and in more dynamic situation 
(α=0.025 1/h and α=0.15 1/h). In the second row the 
graphs for the PHEn/QLEp combination are depicted  
(Figure 3 c and Figure 3 d). The results in Figure 3 give 
some indications concerning the systems behavior in both 
situations. Figure 3 a) and b) indicated that the impact of 
variations of α on the mean TTPT of the QLEn/QLEp is low. 
Similar to Figure 2, a step of the mean TTPT for the 
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PHEn/QLEp combination can be found in Figure 3c) and d). 
Moreover, the shapes of both curves differ significantly. For 
α=0.05 1/h the curve has an evenly pattern with a mean 
value of 67.7 h. In contrast to this, a nearly periodic pattern 
can be found in the situation of α=0.15 1/h. This curve has 
three comparable maxima, which occur periodically every 
30 days. 
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Figure 3: TTPTj against simulation time 

It is assumed, that one reason for the periodically 
behaviour of the PHEn method is the choice of the 
evaporation constant L. In order to prove this, Figure 4 
presents the TTPT curves of the PHEn/QLEp combination 
for different arbitrary chosen parameters of L (L=2, L=40, 
L=80 and L=100) and α=0.15 1/h. 
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Figure 4: Total TPT against simulation time for L=2 (a), 
L=40 (b), L=80 (c) and L=100 (d)  

Figure 4 confirms the impact of L on the total performance 
of the network. It shows, that the shape of the TTPT curves 
differ significantly for the chosen values of L. For L=40, 
L=80 and L=100 an alternating behaviour, similar to Figure 
4 d) is observed. On the other hand, for L=2 no periodicity 
in the TTPT curve appears. With regard to the mean TTPT, 
the choice of L=40 leads to the best mean value (72.2 h), 
compared to L=2 (90.81h), L=80 (81.41h) and L=100 
(81.63h). It can be noticed, that this value for L=40 is even 
lower than that of the QLEn/QLEp combination for (α=0.15). 
Figure 5 depicts the impact of L on the networks 
performance more detailed. It presents the simulation 
results concerning the mean TTPT for the scenario with 
α=0.15 1/h for increasing values of L. 
These simulation results show that the mean TTPT 
depends on the chosen values of L. The variations 
identified in Figure 4 can be also found in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Mean TTPTj against evaporation constant L for 
the QLEn/PHEp combination 

For bigger evaporation constants (L≥110) there are 
stronger variations in the results. In order to provide a 
comprehensible understanding of the impact of the 
evaporation constant Figure 5 contains a moving average 
over the last 10 results. According to the moving average 
the variations for L<110 are moderate. The results remain 
on the same level. However, an increasing trend can be 
recognized with increasing values of the evaporation 
constant form L≥110. A reason for this increasing trend is 
the actuality of the data used by the PHEn method: The 
evaporation constant determines according to equation 4 
the amount of data which is considered for calculating the 
concentration of artificial pheromones. The bigger the 
evaporation constant L, the more data form the past is 
used. Figure 5 indicates the time horizon, which is 
connected with the evaporation constant is too big for 
values above L≥110. In this case the data does not 
represent the actual system state in an appropriate 
manner. Hence, the autonomous assignment of parts to 
plants is suboptimal. This effect seems to continue with 
increasing values of the evaporation constant. 
To sum up, one can summarize, that the parameter L of 
the PHEn method has a crucial impact on the performance 
of the entire network. By choosing a suitable evaporation 
constant, the system can be adjusted according to the 
corresponding scenario parameters. In the case at hand 
the analysis showed a good performance for choosing 
L=40. 



 
6 SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 
This paper presented a general model of a production 
network scenario. Based on this scenario, two new 
autonomous control methods were developed and 
described in detail. Subsequently, the logistic performance 
of both new methods was evaluated. This evaluation was 
based on the total throughput time (TTPT). It showed that 
both methods have different operation fields, when they are 
combined with already existing autonomous control 
methods for production logistics. The PHEn method seems 
to be more suitable to less dynamic situations, while the 
QLEn method performs better in more dynamic situations. 
Especially the combination of the PHEn with the QLEp 
method evinced the best performance in the less dynamic 
situation, while the combination QLEn/QLEp performs best 
in a more volatile environment. Furthermore the analysis 
focused on the effect of evaporation constant of the 
pheromone based approach. It identified the impact of this 
constant on the dynamic behaviour and on the 
performance of the total system. A critical value of this 
parameter was determined, exemplarily. The accuracy of 
data used by the PHEn method seems to be not sufficient 
for autonomous decision making at this critical point. It was 
furthermore shown, that the systems behaviour of the total 
system is influenced by evaporation parameter below this 
point. Related to this, new topics for further investigations 
arise. Structural extensions of the network scenario, e.g. 
adding network and production stages or transport 
connections, are one of these. Additionally to this, in depth 
investigations of the impact of the evaporation parameter L 
of the PHEn method are necessary.  
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